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ABSTRACT 

Due to the world-wide increasing demand for energy and the simultaneous need in 

reduction of CO2 emissions in order to meet global climate goals, the development of clean 

and low emission energy conversion systems becomes an essential and challenging task within 

the future clean energy map. In this paper the design process of a highly efficient large scale 

USC steam turbine is presented. Thereby, automated design space exploration based on an 

optimization algorithm is applied to support the identification of optimal flow path 

parameters within the preliminary and the detailed design phases. The optimization 

algorithm is first integrated with a 1D-mean line design code to automatically identify the 

optimal major turbine layout in terms of number of stages, reaction degrees, flow path 

geometry and basic airfoil parameters. Based on a progressive multi-section optimization 

coupled with a parametric airfoil generator and a CFD code, the profile shapes of each airfoil 

row are adapted to local flow conditions and systematically optimized to minimize 

aerodynamic losses in each turbine stage. A final 3D flow simulation of one representative 

optimized stage confirms the achievement of a highly efficient steam turbine design that 

fulfills both climatic and economic requirements. 
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NOMENCLATURE 
1D one dimensional 

2D two dimensional 

3D three dimensional 

BC boundary condition 

c chord length 

CFD computational fluid 

 dynamics 

d diameter 

i incidence 

M Mach number 

r radius 

h blade height 

h static enthalpy 

u rotational speed 

USC ultra-supercritical 

Greek Symbols 

𝛼  absolute flow angle 

𝛽  relative flow angle  
𝜂𝑠 isentropic efficiency 

 (𝜂𝑠 = Δℎ (Δℎ + Δℎ𝑉))⁄   

𝜆 stagger angle 

𝜉 loss coefficient (𝜉 = 2Δℎ𝑉/𝑐2
2) 

𝜌ℎ degree of reaction (𝜌ℎ = Δℎ𝑅 Δℎ⁄ ) 
𝜑  flow coefficient (𝜑 = 𝑐𝑎𝑥/𝑢2)  
𝜓ℎ stage enthalpy coefficient  

  (𝜓ℎ = 2Δℎ/𝑢2
2) 

 

Subscripts 

ax axial 

V Loss 

0, 1, 2 Stator inlet, 

 Stator 

outlet,  Rotor outlet 

R Rotor 

S Stator 
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INTRODUCTION 

Within the design of modern steam turbines, early integration of automated design space 

exploration techniques in all stages of the turbine’s design process is mandatory for achieving 

optimal results. Besides optimizing cycle parameters, the turbine itself is the most promising part to 

be optimized (Cofer et al., 1996). Numerous efforts have been taken in the past in order to increase 

the turbine’s efficiency by working on different topics. Stage parameters such as aspect ratio and 

stage loading have been investigated by Maughan et al. (2000). Yoon et al. (2010) contributed to the 

examination of the effects of clearance for shrouded and unshrouded turbines while Bohn et al. 

(2006) examined the influence of the radial and axial gap of shroud cavities on the turbine’s flow 

field. For optimal blade-row interaction, clocking position can be optimized (Bohn et al., 2005) and 

secondary losses can be decreased by endwall contouring such as investigated by Praisner et al. 

(2007). A big field for improving the turbine’s efficiency is the redesign and optimization of the 

airfoil’s shape by the utilization of various optimization techniques as summarized by Bellucci et al. 

(2012) and the creation of airfoil shapes with a well distributed load for improved secondary flow 

behavior (Weiß and Fottner, 1993). 

In this paper, the complete design process of the bladed flow path of a steam turbine is 

presented. In the following, the general design procedure and the integration of the automated 

design space exploration shall be discussed. In Figure 1, the schematic design procedure is shown. 

 
Figure 1: General Design Procedure 

 

After choosing the general boundary conditions for the steam turbine, such as inlet steam 

conditions, pressure ratio and mass flow rate, a 1D mean-line-code is coupled with automated 

design space exploration techniques in order to achieve the optimal flow path contour, number of 

stages, chord length, number of blades and reaction degree in terms of overall efficiency. This data 

is used for an in-house 2D stream-line curvature approach for the derivation of the radial 

distribution of every flow quantity. This data represents the boundary conditions for the subsequent 

airfoil design-phase. Here, a parametric airfoil generator is coupled with blade-to-blade CFD 

simulations in order to generate sufficient airfoil-sections, whose performance is validated by a final 

3D-CFD-analysis. 

1D MEAN LINE DESIGN 

The first conceptual design for the bladed flow path is derived by using an in-house 1D-code 

AixTurbFlow-1D (ATF-1D). In this mean-line approach the specifications of the steam turbine 

module are the starting point of the analysis, which are summarized in Table 1. In this paper an 

intermediate pressure (IP) turbine is designed which features a target efficiency (static-to-static) of 

at least 95% for the bladed flow path. Additionally, the IP-module is carried out as double-flux 

concept with reaction-type blading. For the sake of simplicity any extractions of steam have been 

left out. In the mean-line calculation real-gas behavior of steam is implemented utilizing the 

IAPWS-IF97 database. 
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Mass flow rate (double-flux) 400 kg/s 

Static Temperature at Inlet 620 °C 

Static pressure at Inlet 50 bar 

Static pressure at Outlet 5 bar 

Target efficiency (static-static, isentropic) 95 % 

 

Table 1: Main specifications of the Steam Turbine’s blading 

Furthermore, the polytropic change of state is considered by the application of correlations 

accounting for typical loss sources in turbomachinery which are profile loss, secondary flow loss, 

leakage losses, trailing edge losses and pipe friction losses due to axial gaps. Early use of reliable 

correlations in the design phase is crucial for efficiency estimation since profile losses, leakage 

losses and secondary flow loss mechanisms are responsible for about 80%-90% of the total stage 

losses (Cofer et al. (1996)). The used loss correlation origin from Denton (1993) and Wei (2000) 

who defined an enthalpy based loss formulation. Core of the mean-line calculation is the 

prescription of non-dimensional stage parameters for each stage which define the non-dimensional 

velocity triangles. Thus, the turbine’s expansion and work extraction are determined. Basic 

geometric parameters such as chord length, stagger angle, numbers of blades have to be chosen 

initially before the iteration cycle.  

ATF-1D has been coupled with the single-objective optimization SHERPA algorithm (Red 

Cedar Tech.) for maximizing the isentropic efficiency of the bladed flow path. In order to find a 

suitable set of parameters for subsequent optimizations, flow coefficient 𝜑 and chord-length 𝑠 have 

been set globally instead of being used stage-wise (as shown in the table below). It has been found, 

that an early utilization of the flow coefficient as stage-wise parameter would lead to odd-shaped 

and discontinuous flow-path-contours. Furthermore, the rotor’s contour, stage loading 𝜓ℎ, degree of 

reaction 𝜌ℎ, number of blades and stagger angle have been set as free parameters for each individual 

stage. The initial values have been extracted from available data from a similar design. 

 

Parameter Range Initial Value 

hub radius first vane [m] 0.35 – 0.55  0.45 

hub radius last blade [m] 0.35 – 0.55 0.45 

𝜑𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙 [-] 0.25 – 1  0.4 

𝜓ℎ,𝑖 [-] 1 – 3  2 

𝜌ℎ,𝑖 [-] 0.1 – 1  0.5 

global chord length 𝑠 [m] 0.04 – 0.09 0.06 

number of blades/vanes 𝑧𝑖 [-] 40 – 80  60/61 

stagger angle 𝜆𝑖 [deg] 30 – 60  45 

 

Table 2: List of design variables and ranges for 1D mean line optimization 
 

Since the vanes and blades are equipped with sealing strips, the axial chord length is constrained 

to a minimal value of 30 mm. Additionally, the total axial length of the bladed flow path is 

constrained to a maximal value of 3 m and the outlet static pressure is considered as feasible in a 

range of +-2% of the target value. 

In Figure 2 an overview of the optimization settings as well as the optimized flow path contour 

is shown. Here, the optimization resulted in a turbine with 20 stages and a full conical rotor contour 

with a radius of 0.405 m at the first stage’s inlet, a radius of 0.519 m at the last stage’s outlet and a 

total length of 2.16 m. The targeted isentropic efficiency could be excelled by 0.4 percentage points. 
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Figure 2: Optimized Flow Path Contour 

Due to the chosen rotor contour and the corresponding flow coefficient, the first stage vane 

shows a blade height ℎ of about 90 mm, whereas the last stage blade is 285 mm long. The ratio of 

blade height and hub diameter should not exceed the value of ℎ 𝑑ℎ𝑢𝑏⁄ = 0.4 for reasons of 

structural integrity and are prescribed as mechanical constraint as well (Sigloch, 2009). As the 

chord length 𝑐 has been set to be equal for each blade and vane row, the vane’s and blade’s aspect 

ratios show a continuous increase from a value of 1.44 for the first stage vane to a value of 4.56 for 

the last stage blade, respectively. Too small values of the blade’s aspect ratio lead, due to the 

relatively small blade height, to more dominant secondary flow phenomena and should be avoided 

(Havakechian and Greim, 1999). One parameter for rating the relative loading of the blade is the 

Zweifel lift coefficient. Typically, values which range between 0.4 and 1.2 are used in axial turbine 

design (Bohl, 1995). Other authors suggest values around 1 (Lechner, 2010). Here, in this design, 

the Zweifel lift coefficient ranges between 0.565 and 1.125 which is in good agreement with the 

literature’s suggestion. Due to the global chosen chord length and the individual stagger angles per 

vane and blade row, the axial length differs along the machine’s axis and shows relatively small 

values for the rear stages, especially for the vanes (see Figure 2). 

Summarized results of the optimized 1D-turbine design are shown in Table 3. The non-

dimensional flow coefficient has been set to 𝜑 = 0.392 for all stages except of the first stage. 

Loading coefficients range from 𝜓ℎ = 1.95 to 𝜓ℎ = 3.223 which results in relative large flow 

turning in the corresponding blade rows.  

 

Table 3: Summarized results of the preliminary steam turbine 
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Stage #
𝜑
[-]

𝜓ℎ

[-]

𝜌ℎ
[-]

𝜂𝑠,  𝑎𝑔 
[-]

Δ𝛼
[deg]

Δ𝛽
[deg]

1 0.382 2.958 0.380 0.912 74.277 114.354

2

0.392

2.534 0.420 0.921 89.176 99.685

3 2.932 0.480 0.921 81.376 104.009

4 1.950 0.500 0.929 97.781 70.737

5 2.560 0.560 0.930 70.645 81.839

6 2.215 0.500 0.930 97.688 80.910

7 2.295 0.420 0.935 80.273 91.169

8 2.560 0.420 0.932 72.536 99.981

9 3.223 0.440 0.928 83.722 115.008

10 2.401 0.380 0.928 105.116 101.292

Stage #
𝜑
[-]

𝜓ℎ

[-]

𝜌ℎ
[-]

𝜂𝑠,  𝑎𝑔 
[-]

Δ𝛼
[deg]

Δ𝛽
[deg]

11

0.392

2.905 0.440 0.937 73.888 107.679

12 2.162 0.440 0.938 94.509 85.254

13 2.932 0.440 0.938 74.771 108.457

14 2.640 0.400 0.940 97.708 105.623

15 2.348 0.500 0.949 80.837 83.922

16 2.587 0.520 0.945 84.751 90.302

17 2.056 0.560 0.951 92.650 74.022

18 2.799 0.440 0.950 84.665 105.505

19 2.170 0.500 0.954 90.882 78.380

20 2.590 0.570 0.956 77.841 82.700
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The chosen non-dimensional stage parameters led to a design with an outlet pressure of 

4.939 bar which represents a deviation of 1.2% of the target value and therefore meets the initial 

requirements of the mean-line design phase. Comparing the isentropic stage efficiencies with each 

other, it is noticed that instead of a continuous increasing efficiency some stages show lower values 

than the previous stage. Those stages show larger stage load coefficients and therefore lead to 

higher loaded blades causing larger trailing edge and leakage losses on the one hand and (due to 

larger flow turning) increased profile loss on the other hand. 

Considering the above results, adding the chord length as individual design parameter for every 

stage as well as using the stage efficiencies as additional optimization objectives should help for the 

creation of uniformly matched stages as well as continuously increasing stage efficiencies. This 

should help to provide sufficient parameters for improving the individual stages while optimizing 

the turbine’s total efficiency. 

Furthermore, economic requirements due to manufacturing and maintenance play a large role in 

the design process and are not considered in the presented approach to a satisfactory extent. While 

the influence of the number of stages has been evaluated in terms of efficiency, the increase of costs 

for every additional stage has not been taken into account which would lead to a compromise 

between efficiency and costs in a real application (cost-efficiency) and represents the true 

optimization objective. Further disciplines such as rotordynamics and structural mechanics provide 

additional constraints to the design, which should be considered as well. 

Nevertheless, the current design meets the optimization’s targets and shall therefore be used for 

further steps. 

 

2D STREAM LINE CURVATURE APPROACH 

As next step, the one-dimensional results shall be extended in radial direction, since the mean-

line design only provides thermodynamic and aerodynamic results for each vane and blade at mid-

span. For this task, an in-house streamline curvature code (ATF-2D) is used. Fundamental 

geometric results of the mean-line design (hub and casing contour, chord length, number of blades 

and vanes, etc) represent the basis of the stream line curvature code. 

In the used approach, the chosen vortex-law for the solution of the radial equilibrium is a 

constant flow angle along the channel height at the trailing edge of each individual vane or blade in 

the absolute frame of reference (𝛼1,2(𝑟) = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡.). In comparison to standard vortex laws such as 

“free vortex” and “forced vortex” velocity distributions, this vortex law provides the ability to 

design untwisted vanes thanks to limited variations of the vane’s absolute inlet flow angle in radial 

direction. Naturally, the corresponding blade has to be designed as twisted airfoil. The featured 

vortex law shares the same advantages of the “free vortex” law of constant stage work along the 

radius. Furthermore, this vortex design provides a larger degree of reaction in the hub region 

compared to “free vortex” design. Thus, it generally leads to smaller deviation from the mean line 

value and therefore avoids higher hub wall losses which are characteristic low degrees of reaction 

(Schumann et al., 2012). 

The change of state of each blade row is computed under consideration of the loss sources 

described above and leads to radial profiles of each thermodynamic and aerodynamic quantity. 

Those results are now used for the design of the airfoils in three sections (hub, mid and tip).  

 

AIRFOIL DESIGN 

In the following the automated design procedure of an airfoil consisting of three sections shall 

be described. For this, an in-house 2D profile generator (ProfiGen) is used, which allows the 

generation of airfoil sections in a 2D-plane. Those sections consist of three Bézier-splines, which 

can be manipulated by a total of 15 geometric parameters. This profile generator is coupled with the 

commercial CFD code STAR-CCM+ in order to build a 2D blade-to-blade simulation (b2b) (see 

Figure 3). 
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Figure 3: Setup of blade to blade simulations 

 

The results of the above described streamline curvature approach represent the boundary 

conditions of the b2b-simulation of the individual sections at the corresponding radius. Here, beside 

the flow direction the total pressure and total temperature is prescribed at the inlet boundary and 

static pressure as well as static temperature is prescribed as outlet boundary condition. Parameters 

such as chord length and pitch have been adopted by the 2D blade to blade optimization, while 

others such as the stagger angle have been set free for optimization. Still other parameters which 

describe the shape of suction and pressure side do not result from previous steps of the 

optimization. Here, initial values for those parameters have been estimated from dummy profiles 

which resulted in a valid airfoil with continuous curvature for suction and pressure side.  

 
Figure 4: List of design variables and ranges for 2D blade-to-blade optimization 

 

For designing an airfoil by an automated approach, constraining and definition of objectives is 

crucial for the success of the optimization task since the optimizer is given a large amount of 

Setup of 2D-simulation

• real gas (IAPWS-IF97-Steam)

• steady RANS equations

• κ-ω turbulence model

Boundary conditions from

AixTurbFlow 1D

Creation of geometry under utilization of Profigen

Pressure outlet

Stagnation intlet,

Flow direction

Periodic boundaries

Parameter Range Initial Value

 [deg] -55 – -35 -45

   [deg] -10 – 40 25

   [deg] -10 – 40 25

L4 / c_ax [-] 0 – 1 0.23

L1 / c_ax [-] 0 – 1 0.45

  [deg] 50 – 70 65

 [deg] 0 – 20 14

  [deg] 0 – 20 7

L3/c_ax [-] 0 – 1 0.9

   [deg] 0 - 30 15

𝛽2 + Δ𝛼
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geometric parameters to be optimized against one single global objective: the performance of the 

airfoil. As the airfoil’s performance is ultimately rated by its behavior in a three-dimensional 

simulation, an efficiency computed from a 2D blade-to-blade simulation cannot be the final 

objective since three-dimensional phenomena cannot be considered. Thus, a two-dimensional 

simulation can only account for two dimensional losses of the apparent section, such as profile loss 

and trailing edge loss. Optimizing for those loss components only can lead to odd shaped profiles 

which lead to bad behavior in terms of secondary flow. 

Therefore the pressure distribution of every section is used for evaluating the quality of a profile 

under the consideration of the later application in a three dimensional flow field. For this matter, the 

pressure distribution has been parameterized in order to give the optimizer the possibility to emulate 

the human designer’s ability to visually evaluate a pressure distribution and identify “bad spots” as 

suggested by Goel (2008). 

 

In Figure 5 a typical pressure distribution of a turbine airfoil is shown. The shape of the profile 

or to be more specific, the shape of the individual distribution on pressure and suction side is 

characterized by the following parameters which have been taken from literature (Goel, 2008). 

 

 
 

 
Figure 5: Distribution of static pressure along profile 

 

A well-shaped pressure distribution is characterized by a low amount of incidence and therefore 

small acceleration along the leading edge, which leads to a lower loading in this region. Front-

loading is not desirable in terms of secondary losses, as it increases the size and strength of the 

passage vortex. Furthermore, an aft-loaded design is typically favored as it features a constantly 
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accelerated boundary layer as far as possible. On the other hand, the late/rear maximum in Mach 

number leads to a rather short and strong deceleration/diffusion on the suction side. Since every 

deceleration is associated with an increase of the pressure gradient and therefore with the possibility 

of flow separation but definitely with a loss of momentum due to the increase of drag, the 

deceleration and therefore diffusion is meant to be kept on a minimal level. 

Therefore the following criteria have been used in order to create pressure distributions, which 

contain the features described above. 

First, the amount of incidence is evaluated by the deviation of the pressure at the (geometric) 

leading edge to the actual stagnation pressure of the airfoil. 

Second, the amount of diffusion is captured by the diffusion-criterion 𝑑1 (Eq. 1), which is used 

as additional optimization objective for the shape of the airfoil. This parameter captures the 

cumulated deceleration of the flow on suction and pressure side individually and is minimized 

during the optimization process. 

Third, the shape of the pressure distribution is evaluated by the deviation from two polynomial 

fits of the data.  Here, pressure and suction side are evaluated separately. 

In order to create a preferably constant acceleration of the flow on the suction side of the airfoil 

from the leading edge to the location of the minimum static pressure, the parameter 𝑑2 (Eq. 2) is 

used. It gives the deviation of the pressure distribution from a first order fit of the data in the region 

of acceleration and is minimized in the optimization.  

Furthermore, the deviation of the pressure distribution from a second order fit of the data is 

evaluated with parameter 𝑑  (Eq. 3). In the leading-edge region of the airfoil, this parameter 

captures the local acceleration of the flow along the leading edge caused by bad incidence angles or 

bad shaped leading edges. Minimization of this parameter leads to a reduction of leading edge 

loading. 

Fourth, in order to reduce the front-loading even more, the position of the pressure minimum on the 

suction side in axial direction is maximized during the optimization. 

Since some of the above described criteria, such as 𝑑2 and 𝑑  show a trade-off behavior, the 

weighting of the described individual objectives against each other is essential for the success of an 

automated design and should therefore be examined in more detail. 

 

𝑑1 = ∑𝑑𝑖

𝑛−1

𝑖=0

  𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑑𝑖 = {
|𝑝𝑖+1 − 𝑝𝑖| 𝑖𝑓 𝑝𝑖  𝑝𝑖+1 

0   𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
 (Eq. 1) 

𝑑2 = ∑√(𝑑𝑖)2
𝑛

𝑖=0

  𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑑𝑖 = |𝑝𝑖 − 𝑝1𝑠  𝑜𝑟𝑑 𝑟 𝑓𝑖 | (Eq. 2) 

𝑑 = ∑√(𝑑𝑖)2
𝑛

𝑖=0

  𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑑𝑖 = |𝑝𝑖 − 𝑝2𝑛𝑑 𝑜𝑟𝑑 𝑟 𝑓𝑖 | (Eq. 3) 

𝑖 =
𝑝𝐿𝐸 − 𝑝  𝑎𝑔𝑛𝑎 𝑖𝑜𝑛

𝑝  𝑎𝑔𝑛𝑎 𝑖𝑜𝑛
 (Eq. 4) 

 

Since certain sources of loss in a three dimensional flow field cannot be captured in a two 

dimensional blade to blade simulation, a “good” shaped pressure distribution is necessary for 

compensation. Other loss sources (the profile losses and the trailing edge losses) can be captured 

and quantified in the blade to blade simulation approach and are considered directly.  

Profile loss is basically influenced by the viscous friction along the surface. Using the 

dissipation coefficient for turbulent boundary layers (Schlichting, 2006), the entropy production can 

be computed as a function of the local isentropic Mach number and therefore the profile loss can be 

calculated as described by Cheon et al. (2016). 
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The trailing edge loss is caused by the mixing out of the trailing edge’s wake and furthermore 

by the abrupt expansion downstream the trailing edge (Carnot’s shock loss). Since no other loss 

sources are present in the 2D simulation, the trailing edge loss is not calculated via a correlation but 

is defined to contain all remaining losses and therefore computed with the profile loss and the 

isentropic efficiency (cf. Eq. 5). 

𝜉𝑇𝐸 =
Δℎ(1−

1

𝜂𝑠
)

1

2
𝑐2
2

− ξPL  ,  𝜉𝑃𝐿 = 𝜉𝑃𝐿(𝑀𝑠) 
 

(Eq. 5) 

 

In order to meet the requirements of the airfoil in terms of loading and mass flow rate stated in 

the previous design steps, the optimization procedure must be constrained. Since the simulation is 

set up with total quantities as inlet and static quantities as outlet boundary conditions, the mass flow 

rate is a result of the simulation and is very sensitive to the losses and the loading in each 

vane/blade row. For this matter the axial velocity component downstream of the profile is 

constrained to an error of 2% relative to the ATF-2D results. Furthermore, the relative outlet flow 

angle of the blade-sections is constrained to account for the selected vortex law. 

In the following, the 10
th

 stage of the above described turbine as intermediate stage has been 

chosen as example for the subsequent steps. In Figures 6 to 8 the profiles of vane and blade are 

shown in addition to the resulting pressure profiles. As discussed above, the geometry has been 

adapted in order to achieve low incidence, aft-loading, low diffusion and low deviation while being 

constrained by exit flow angle and loading. 

 
Figure 6: initial and final section and distribution of static pressure relative to stagnation 

pressure for the vane 

 
Figure 7: initial and final hub section and distribution of static pressure relative to stagnation 

pressure for the blade 
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Figure 8: initial and final mid section and distribution of static pressure relative to stagnation 

pressure for the blade 

 

 
Figure 9: initial and final tip section and distribution of static pressure relative to stagnation 

pressure for the blade 

 

While the blade’s mid and tip section resulted in very convenient distributions of static pressure 

with continuous acceleration, low diffusion and aft-loading for the tip-section and mid-loading for 

the mid-section, the hub section still shows a second valley on the suction side which shows 

unnecessary diffusion. Due to the constraints and the stronger relative flow turning in the hub 

section, the optimization procedure had its difficulties of adjusting the shape of the airfoil and 

shows the challenge in parameterization of the pressure distribution. Here, the individual weighting 

of the numerous objectives plays a key role for a successful automated design, since obviously a 

lower deviation 𝑑2 would have led to a more constant acceleration from the leading edge spike 

location to the minimal pressure location on the suction side.  

 

3D CFD STAGE SIMULATION 

In the following section, the derived geometry shall be investigated in a 3D CFD simulation. 

The geometry as well as the numerical setup of the simulation is shown in Figure 10. The geometry 

contains the vane and the blade of the investigated 10
th

 stage whose are both equipped with shrouds 

since leakage can account for up to 23% of the total loss (Havakechian and Greim, 1999). The 

boundary conditions of the 3D stage simulation have been derived from the results of the streamline 

curvature calculation (ATF-2D) and have been prescribed as profiles in radial direction. For inlet 

boundary condition, flow direction and total quantities of temperature and pressure have been 

applied whereas for outlet boundary conditions the static pressure has been chosen. The model is set 

up with periodic boundaries and the real gas formulation IAPWS-IF97 for steam. 
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Figure 10: Geometry and Setup of the 3D CFD simulation for the 10

th
 stage 

 

In Table 4 the global results of the 3D CFD calculation are summarized. Comparing the non-

dimensional stage coefficients with the targeted values as shown in Table 3, the general 

characteristics of the stage could be reproduced. The simulated stage shows an about 5.5% higher 

flow coefficient leading to an increased mass flow rate of 2%. Whereas the relative stage loading 

decreased by 2%. Due to the individual designed section profiles, an isentropic stage efficiency of 

93.84% could be achieved which represents an increase of 1.04 percentage points towards the 

mean-line design. 

Flow coefficient 𝜑 in [-] 0.414 

Enthalpy coefficent 𝜓ℎ in [-] 2.466 

Degree of reaction 𝜌ℎ in [-] 0.336 

Mass flow rate in [kg/s] 204.2 

Isentropic efficiency 𝜂𝑠 in [-] 0.9384 

Table 4: Global results of the 3D CFD simulation 
 

Detailed investigation of the flow of the stage (cf. Figure 11) shows a good agreement with 2D 

data (ATF-2D). The relative flow angle at the blade’s leading edge and the absolute flow angle of 

the blade’s trailing edge (especially above 30% and below 90% relative span) almost exactly match 

the targeted values. Additionally, the radial distribution of the degree of reaction is given and 

compared with ATF-2D in Figure 11. Likewise, above 30% relative span the targeted vortex law 

applied in the 2D simulation could be achieved with an almost constant offset of Δ𝜌ℎ = −0.026. 

Below 30% relative span the influence of the passage vortex and the interaction with the vane hub 

leakage flow can be observed. In order to quantify the influence of stator hub leakage, one 

comparative simulation has been performed with removed vane’s sealing geometry to omit the 

interaction with the leakage flow. The results have been added to Figure 11, as well. As one can 

observe, the missing influence of the hub leakage flow leads to a decreased radial expansion of the 

distorted flow. The leakage flow results in negative incidence resulting in a separation of the flow 

near the wall and leads to a considerable amount of fluid which unites with passage and horseshoe 

vortex (Ghaffari and Willinger (2016), Anker and Mayer (2002)). Without leakage flow, only about 
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14% relative span is covered with channel vortex flow which is in good agreement with 

Havakechian and Greim (1999) and Bohn et al. (2006).  

 
Figure 11: Relative inlet, absolute outlet flow angle and degree of reaction of 10

th
 stage 

 

Furthermore, due to the removal of the leakage flow the isentropic stage efficiency had been 

increased by another 0.95 percentage points, which stresses the influence of the interaction of 

leakage flow with the subsequent vane or blade and makes the appropriate design of the shroud’s re-

entry geometry necessary. 

Thanks to the efforts taken to reduce secondary flow losses during the airfoil design by a well-

shaped pressure profiles, the stage efficiency has been significantly increased compared to 

specified/expected values. This is achieved despite of selecting some global parameters influencing 

the secondary flow such as aspect ratio and chord to pitch ratio based on correlations in the first 

stage of the design (1D data). Since those correlations always show an empiric character and are 

only an attempt to measure the effects of secondary flow, further optimization of the effects of 

secondary flow could be achieved based on a full three dimensional simulation, which also applies 

for the interaction of leakage flow induced by shroud re-entry geometry. Such 3D optimization runs 

represent the next feasible step towards further increased stage efficiency and should be applied 

depending on efficiency requirements. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In the present paper a design procedure for the whole bladed flow path of a steam turbine has 

been presented which features automated design space exploration techniques in almost all stages of 

the design process. For a given specification of this flow path (mass flow rate, inlet and outlet 

pressure, etc.) a one-dimensional mean-line approach coupled with loss correlations provides first 

rough geometric and aerodynamic as well as thermodynamic results which can be extended in radial 

direction by a streamline curvature approach. The corresponding results have been used for an 

automated airfoil design utilizing blade-to-blade simulations with parameterized section geometry 

generated by an in-house profile generator. The profiles have been designed aiming for a well-

shaped distribution of the surface pressure in terms of low diffusion, aft-loading, low incidence and 

low deviation of certain polynomial fits of the pressure distribution of suction and pressure side. 

Furthermore, the section’s profile losses and trailing edge losses were object of minimization. 

Afterwards, a representative stage with a cylindrical vane consisting of one section and a twisted 

blade consisting of three individual sections has been built. 

Comparison of 3D results with 2D data shows the feasibility of the approach discussed above. 

The resulted airfoil shows good agreement in terms of flow angle, degree of reaction, stage loading 
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and mass flow rate and even excelled the targeted isentropic stage efficiency thanks to automated 

profile optimization. 

Certain deviations caused by secondary flow and the interaction of hub leakage flow with the 

subsequent blade could be observed and show potential of further improvement based on full three 

dimensional stage optimization capturing the secondary flow and enabling the local adjustment of 

the airfoil’s sections to the flow. Additionally, the approach should be extended by further 

constraints concerning mechanical integrity, rotordynamics as well as cost-efficiency of the design 

in order to apply to more application-near requirements. 
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